ONLINE JOURNAL PLATFORM
CAN BE PUBLISHED IN THE NAME OF THE COLLEGE.

TECH AVENTURE JOURNAL SYSTEMS
Are your college journals or articles still
published offline???? Tech Aventure
introduces Tech Aventure Journal Systems
(TJS) to you. Now when you publish your
journals or articles, the whole world
reaches out in the name of the College and
it will last forever....

ABOUT……..
TJS is a journal management and publishing system. Its
assists with every stage of the refereed publishing process,
from submissions through to online publication and
indexing. Through its management systems, its finely
grained indexing of research, and the context it provides
for research, TJS seeks to improve both the scholarly and
public quality of referred research. TJS is web application
available to journals worldwide for the purpose of making
open access publishing a viable option for more journals,
as open access can increase a journal's readership as well
as its contribution to the public good on a global scale

Features:
1.

Tech Aventure Journal system (TJS) is a content and workflow management
system for peer-reviewed scholarly and scientific publications.

2. TJS lets authors submit reviewers review, and editors edit - all on-line, from
anywhere in the world.
3. TJS follows an article from submission through peer review, copyediting,
layout editing, proofreading, and on to publication. Never lose track of an
article again.

4. TJS keeps statistics. What's your acceptance rate? How long does it take to
review a submission? What's your most popular article? Get to know your journal
better.
5. TJS can be run on your own website name. Take control of your data.
6. TJS is automatically indexed in Google Scholar and provides tools for getting
your content included in other databases. Be visible.
7. TJS is configurable to meet your needs. Add sections change the look of your
website, enable subscriptions or go open access. Make it work your way.
8. TJS integrates with LOCKSS and portico for digital preservation keep your data
safe

SAMPLE WEBSITE:
HTTPS://KSA.ORG.IN/JOURNALONLINE
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